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Abstract 
The project is aimed at developing new person recognition algorithm, which deals with the problems using matching of filtered 
histograms of oriented gradients computed in circular sliding windows and using inverted index of histograms for efficient image 
retrieval. The project results have various scientific, industry and social applications, which require automatic non-cooperative 
indoors and outdoors person recognition at a distance using multimodal biometrics extracted from multisensory noisy data. For 
instance, new security and surveillance systems working under in open weather could be developed based on the proposed 
methods. The performance of the proposed person recognition algorithm in the actual environment is presented and discussed. 
The results of computer simulation obtained with the proposed algorithm are compared to those of available algorithms in terms 
of matching accuracy and processing time. 
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1. Introduction 
Research in biometric person recognition has recently received a notable attention due to a growing interest in 
development of new real-time automatic security and surveillance systems. Many of the biometric features that are 
highly distinctive and have permanence (such as fingerprints and iris) require a cooperative subject in close 
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proximity to a biometric system. Existing reliable methods of active cooperative identification cannot be used for 
passive non-cooperative person recognition at a distance. Even under fully favorable conditions (controlled 
illumination, good image quality, sufficient resolution, frontal images, and neutral expression), the best algorithms 
of passive non-cooperative face recognition at a distance produce a high equal error rate, and thus, the performance 
is unlikely to be sufficient for most applications [1]. Therefore, it is extremely important to develop new non-
cooperative methods for person recognition at a distance using multimodal biometrics extracted from multisensory 
noisy data that are robust to uncontrolled environment conditions. Methods of face recognition is one of the most 
rapidly developing area and they just might provide a basis for constructing a non-cooperative person authentication 
system. Face recognition systems use different methods for obtaining information: by a single image, by a video, by 
a three-dimensional image, by using infrared light. Many approaches have developed to allocate face at images or 
video streams. Once the face is localized, different techniques can be applied on the base of face appearance or face 
geometry [2]. Facial recognition technology can be global [3] and local [4], different processing methods based on 
2D images and 3D face models. Face recognition systems based on 2D images possesses a drawback of sensitivity 
to light, effects of changing the face position. To compensate these effects, a 2D image is transformed to canonical 
position storage of facial images from different angles, and recognition uses generalized models of faces. The 
analysis of three dimensional data can help to overcome the drawbacks: using 3D image interpolation position can 
be reduced to turn restored 3D face model to a new position, and illumination affects only texture, while 
reconstruction of the surface retains its properties. Existing recognition methods can be classified as follows: global 
methods, statistical methods, parametric models. The most popular methods of face recognition are principal 
component analysis (PCA) [5] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [6], elastic graph models, local binary 
patterns, using 3D descriptors [7-8]. Recent methods of face recognition utilize 3D descriptors invariant to facial 
expressions, dynamic information, gait analysis and gestures. To achieve 3D face recognition, there are two parts 
devised: image matching and visual image search [9]. The most popular matching algorithms based on key points 
are SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) [10], SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) [11] and ORB (Oriented 
FAST and Rotated BRIEF) [12]. In the current research is considered image search method that uses features, which 
give an opportunity to detect near duplicates of given image examples by separation from the other images of the 
collection. The proposed method consists of the following stages: preprocessing, matching and image search. The 
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed matching algorithm based on HOGs descriptor are 
presented. In Section 3, the visual duplicates image search is considered. In Section 4, using inverted index of 
histograms for effective image retrieval is considered. Computer simulation results are provided in Section 5. 
Section 6 summarizes our conclusions. 
2. Matching algorithm based on HOGs Descriptor  
In this topic a new fast matching algorithm based on recursive calculation of oriented gradient histograms over 
several circular sliding windows is presented [13]. Let us define a set of circular windows {Wi, i = 1, . . . ,M}  in a 
target fragment as a set of closed disks: 
ܹ݅ ൌ ൛ሺݔǡ ݕሻ א ܴʹǣ ሺݔ െ ݔ݅ሻʹ ൅ ሺݕ െ ݕ݅ሻ
ʹ ൑ ݎ݅ൟ                                                                                           (1)  
where (xi, yi)  are the coordinates of the center and ri — is the radius of the disks. Numerous experiments have 
shown that the number of circular windows may be chosen from 2 to 4 to yield good matching performance.
Histograms of oriented gradients are good descriptors for matching because they possess a high discriminant 
capability and robust to small image deformations such as rotation and scaling. The histograms are calculated over 
the sliding geometric structure. At each position of the i-th circular window on a frame fragment we compute 
gradients inside the window with the help of the Sobel operator. Next, using the gradient magnitudes {Magi (x, y) : 
(x, y) א Wi}  and orientation values {ĳi (x, y) : (x, y) א Wi},  quantized for Q levels, the histogram of oriented 
gradients can be computed as follows: 
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ܪܱܩ௜ሺןሻ ൌ ൜
σ ߜሺߙ െ ߮௜ሺݔǡ ݕሻሻǡ ݂݅ܯܽ݃௜ሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൒ ܯ݁݀ሺ௫ǡ௬ሻאௐ೔
Ͳǡ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁
                                                                     (2) 
where Į = {0, . . . ,Q í 1}  are histogram values (bins), Med is the median value inside of the circular window, and į 
(z) = { 1, ɟɫɥɢ z = 0, 0, otherwise is the Kronecker delta function. The correlation output for the ith circular window 
at position k can be computed with the help of the fast Inverse Fourier Transform as follows: 
 ܥ݅
݇ሺߙሻ ൌ ܫܨܶ ቎ ܪܵ݅
݇ሺ߱ሻܪܴ݅
כሺ߱ሻ
ටܳσ ሺܪܱܩ݅݇ሺݍሻሻ
ʹ
െሺܪܵ݅
݇ሺͲሻሻ
ʹܳെͳ
ݍൌͲ
቏                                                                                                    (3) 
where ܪ ௜ܵ௞ሺ߱ሻ is the Fourier Transform of the histogram of oriented gradients inside of the i-th circular window 
over the frame fragment, and HRi (Ȧ) is the Fourier Transform of ܪܱܩపோതതതതതതതതതሺߙሻ  the asterisk denotes complex 
conjugate. The correlation peak is a measure of similarity of the two histograms, which can be obtained as follows: 
ܲ݅
݇ ൌ ߙሼܥ݅݇ሺߙሻሽ. The main advantages of the new fast matching algorithm are the following: the total decision is 
made using the results of combined comparison for all sliding windows; local threshold filtering of histograms is 
used instead of the classical pyramidal approach of low-pass filtering for speedup of the processing.                                   
3. Visual Duplicates Image Search 
Denote by I={ai|i=1..K} the image collection. It is necessary to match images from this collection using visual 
similarity estimation [14]. ȿach image ܽ߳ܫ is described by vector of features ઴ሺܽሻ ൌ ۃ߮ଵ௔ǡǥ߮ே௔ۄ. Two images aI 
and bI are visual similar, if holds the condition ȡ(a,b)=1-f(Ɏ(a),Ɏ(b))fmin, where f(.,.) – is any normalized 
distance (or pseudo distance) in the space RN, and fmin – is boundary value of similarity. Proposing similarity 
estimation method is based on approach described in [15]. Consider the image as a set of points P(a)={(x,y)}. Color 
value C(x,y) is given for each point in chosen colorspace ȍ:C(x,y): P(a)ĺȍ. We have chosen RGB colorspace for 
our research. Histograms must provide adequate level of abstraction, therefore we transform the colorspace RGB 
(224 colors) to lower dimensional colorspace: ı=|ȍ| (4, 64, 128, 256 etc. colors). In this way histogram:  
ࡴఙሺܽሻ ൌ ۃߥଵ௔ǡǥ ߥே௔ۄ,    (4) 
where ߥଵ௔ ൌ ȁሼሺݔǡ ݕሻ߳ܲሺܽሻȁܥሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ ܿ௜ሽȁ ڄ ȁܲሺܽሻȁ, ܿ௜– i-th color channel in the colorspace with dimension ߪ. In 
some cases histograms of the whole images with different content could be similar. To account color distribution in 
different areas of the image we take histograms of the individual segments of the image instead of the full image. 
Each image ܽ߳ܫ divides into areas S(a)={si(a)|i=1..K} intersection of image areas is allowed. Each segment si(a) is 
square area of original image, K=r×r, where r, is dissection parameter. It is necessary to transform images into 
square shape to provide possibility of this dissection. For each segment si(a) we build histogram Hı(si(a)). Further 
comparison goes segment-by-segment: 
߮௜௔ ൌ ߥ௜ି௃ڄఙ
௦಻శభሺ௔ሻ,  (5) 
where i=1..(r·ı), J=[i/r], and [.] is the integer part of argument. In this way vector space of features is of dimension 
r·ı.  
4. Using Inverted Index of Histograms for Effective Image Retrieval 
To provide fast search and information analysis on big data could be used special data structures – inverted 
indexes [16-17]. Each vector component ߮௝௔  contains information about the relative number of pixels, that has 
certain color channel from the colorspace ȍ in one of the segments – Eq. (5). All components have to be associated 
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with "histogram words", that characterize original real values ߮௝௔, i=1..(r·ı) [18]. To do this we take finite covering 
of the interval [0;1] by intervals (they could partially overlap): οൌ ሼሾݔǢ ݕሿȁͲ ൑ ݔ ൑ ݕǡڂሾݔǢ ݕሿ ൌ ሾͲǢ ͳሿሽ . We 
associate each component ߮௝௔ of Ɏ(a) to the set of ordered pairs ߦ௝௔ ൌ ሼ൏ ݆ǡ ݅ ൐ ȁ߮௝௔߳ሾݔ௜Ǣ ݕ௜ሿǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǤ Ǥ ȁοȁሽ. That way 
we introduce the mapping: E: Rĺȁ, where ȁ ={<j,i> | jN, iǻ}, that means ߦ௝௔ ك Ȧ. Ordered pairs <j,i> we call 
"histogram words". Here i means natural index of [xi, yi], that cover value ߮௝௔. This value could be covered by 
several intervals of ǻ. To index features without information loss it is necessary to use quantization with 
overlapping intervals. Consider mapping Ȉ: RNĺȁ. By the construction of the sets ߦ௝௔ we have ߦ௝௔ ת ߦ௝ᇱ௔ ൌ ׎, jj' , 
so we take ȭሺ઴ሺܽሻሻ ൌ ڂ ߦ௝௔ே௝ୀଵ . It is a set of "histogram words", which characterize all segments of image. 
Introduce linear order relation R1 on the set ȁ: pair <j,i> precedes pair <j',i'> if and only if: a) holds condition j<j'; 
b) hold equality j=j' and condition i<i'. Equality i=i' in condition b) is impossible because ȁ is a set. Therefore 
using vector Ɏ(a) we build the direct index of the image aI: ሺܽሻ ൌ ൛൏ ݆ǡ ݅ǡ ߮௝௔ ൐ ȁ ൏ ݆ǡ ݅ ൐ ߳ȭሺ઴ሺܽሻሻൟ. After 
that direct index has to be ordered according to order relation R1 by "histogram words" <j,i>. Inverted index of the 
image collection associates each "histogram word" <j,i> with linearly ordered set: ሺܽሻ ൌ ൛൏ ݅݀௔ǡ ߮௝௔ ൐ ȁܽ א ൟ, 
where ida is a natural numeric identifier of the image aI, and the order on the set of pairs ൏ ݅݀௔ǡ ߮௝௔ ൐  is 
introduced by ida. Inverted index is built on image collection using merge of linear ordered direct indexes DI(a). At 
the stage of visual duplicates search we build vector of features Ɏ(c) for reference image c, then we build direct 
index of the image DI(c), which "histogram words" <j,i>Ȉ(Ɏ(c)) are the query to the inverted index. Received for 
each "histogram word" sets II(<j,i>), <j,i>Ȉ(Ɏ(c)) are transformed to sets of triplets: ሺ൏ ݆ǡ ݅ ൐ሻ ൌ ൛൏ ݅݀௔ǡ ݆ǡ ߮௝௔ ൐
ȁܽ א ൟ, <j,i>Ȉ(Ɏ(c)) by adding j-th feature from Ɏ(a) to ൏ ݅݀௔ǡ ߮௝௔ ൐.  Introduce linear order relation R2 for 
using merge operation of linear ordered sets S(<j,i>): triplet ൏ ݅݀௔ǡ ݆ǡ ߮௝௔ ൐ precedes triplet ൏ ݅݀௔ǡ ݆Ԣǡ ߮௝ᇱ௔ ൐ if and 
only if: a) holds condition ida<idb; b) hold equality ida=idb, and also condition j<j'. In this way, merge operation of 
the sets S(<j,i>), that are received from the inverted index for each <j,i>Ȉ(Ɏ(c)), produces linearly ordered set 
S(c), which contains information about potentially similar images-candidates, that were detected in the inverted 
index.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Difference estimation a cj jM M  based on the length of the intervals 
Similarity estimation of reference image and found images-candidates could be performed with help of single-
pass algorithm on set S(c) using pseudometric (e.g. based on Manhattan, cosine, Euclidian distances). Pseudometric 
is not symmetric since we know values ߮௝௔ not for all j while using inverted index. In fact, we have information 
extracted from inverted index just about such "histogram words" and values j, for which ߮௝௔ and ߮௝௖ are covered by 
the same interval [xi, yi]. Otherwise we just estimateห߮௝௔ െ ߮௝௖ห ൒ ൛ݕ௜ାଵ െ ߮௝௖ǡ ߮௝௖ െ ݔ௜ൟ – Fig. 1. 
5. Computer simulation 
For testing we used the following databases: Labeled Faces in the Wild, 3D Mask Attack Dataset, Texas 3D Face 
Recognition Database. The proposed algorithm outperforms the common algorithms for in-plane rotation (Table 1), 
yields a similar performance with the SIFT for out-of-plane rotation and a slight scaling, and requires processing 
time close to the SURF. One variation of the visual duplicates image search method based on inverted index of color 
histograms was implemented and experimentally-verified. The inverted index of color histograms was performed 
using library MongoDb (Python). Tests were performed on two subsets of the whole collection each containing 
1000 random images. All the images were transformed to the size 640*512 pixels using linear filter [19]. These 
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subsets were verified by experts to contain similar images. The first dataset was used to optimize the quality of 
search and find the parameters for indexing. The second dataset is used to test image search quality with these 
parameters. The optimal parameter set is presented in Table 2. 
 
Table 1. Accuracy of image matching for in plane rotations 
Matching algorithm Accuracy of matching 
0.8X 0.9X 1.0 X 1.1X 1.2 X 
 Scale Invariant Feature Transform 92 95 100 98 91 
 Speeded-Up Robust Features 79 90 99 97 92 
Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF 78 79 90 83 89 
Proposed algorithm 84 94 100 99 91 
 
Table 2. Optimized parameters 
Amount of segments Overlay, % Amount of color channels in histogram 
16 7 24 
 
We took D=0.05 as a length of each interval of ǻ with overlap ȕ=0.025, and used pseudometric based on 
Manhattan distance. We compare the baseline (“Base”) method that uses «brute force» for similarity estimation 
(reference image is being compared with each image from the Dataset-X). Method «InvIndex» is associated to 
visual duplicates image search using inverted index for each Dataset-X. The quality of visual duplicates image 
search is shown in Table 3. Gain in time using inverted index is 80% in comparison with “Base” method. With 
rising size of collection advantage of inverted index became greater. Person recognition or tracking algorithms 
usually employ prediction methods for evaluation of the person position and trajectory in a sequence of frames and 
for reduction of the search region [20]. The proposed algorithm in terms of the processing time are the following 
characteristics: 0.64 s. Therefore, a real time tracking based on the proposed algorithm becomes possible. 
 
Table 3. Quality of visual duplicates image search 
Method Dataset-1 Dataset-2 
Precision of image search 
Base 92 80 
InvIdx 88 78 
Recall of image search, % 
Base 92 79 
InvIdx 90 74 
F1-Measure of image search, % 
Base 92 80 
InvIdx 89 76 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper a matching algorithm based on recursive calculation of oriented gradient histograms over several 
circular sliding windows for face recognition at a distance was presented.. The simple method of color histogram 
comparison solves the task of near duplicates visual search with a good quality. The experimental results show that 
inverted index provides a good level of information abstraction. With correct setup of parameters it does not lead to 
significant information loss. The greater the size of an image collection is, the greater is the gain in time using 
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inverted index. Inverted index could be used to preselect a small set of similar images-candidates (in compare with 
the whole collection), and then similarity estimation for these candidates could be calculated on full sets of features. 
In such case recall of candidate retrieval is preferable than precision.  
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